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Abstract. The emerging of ubiquitous computing technologies in recent years has given rise to a new field of research consisting in incorporating context-aware preference querying facilities in database systems. One important step in this setting is the Preference Elicitation task which consists in designing automatic strategies for extracting preference information from the user without being invasive and bothersome. This talk is divided into three parts. The first part discusses formalisms for expressing preference data and presents different data mining techniques for extracting preference models from preference input data based in such formalisms. The second part focuses on the use of preference mining techniques for personalization. We present the CPrefSQL query language that extends the standard SQL with preference operators and incorporates preference models produced by preference mining algorithms in order to personalize query results. And finally, in the third part, we show how the preference mining techniques can be used for developing efficient recommendation systems. We present PrefRec, a general framework for developing recommendation systems using preference mining and preference aggregation techniques.
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